The Oxford Dictionary of Law (8th Edition) has this to say about natural justice:“natural justice Rules of fair play, originally developed by the courts of equity to control
the decisions of inferior courts and then gradually extended (particularly in the 20th century)
to apply equally to the decisions of administrative and domestic tribunals and of any
authority exercising an administrative power that affects a person's status, rights or
liabilities. Any decision reached in contravention of natural justice is void as ultra vires.
There are two principal rules. The first rule is the rule against bias, i.e. against departure
from the standard of even-handed justice required of those who occupy judicial office –
nemo judex in causa sua (or in propria causa): no man may be a judge in his own cause.
This means that any decision, however fair it may seem, is invalid if made by a person with
any financial or other interest in the outcome or ny known bias that might have affected his
impartiality (R v Bow Street Metropolitan Stipendiary Magistrate, ex parte Pinochet Ugarte
(No. 2) [2000] 1 AC 119 (HL); Porter v Magill [2001] UKHL 673, [2002] 2 AC 357;
Davidson v Scottish Ministers [2004] UKHL 34, [2005] SC7). The second rule is known as
audi alteram partem: hear the other side. It states that a decision cannot stand unless the
person directly affected by it was given a fair opportunity both to state his case and to know
and answer the other side's case (R v Chief Constable of North Wales Police, ex parte Evans
[1982] 1 WLR 1155 (HL); R v Army Board of the Defence Council, ex parte Anderson
[1992] QB 169; R v Secretary of State for the Home Department, ex parte Doody [1994] 1
AC 531 (HL). The rules of natural justice provide a minimum standard of procedural
fairness and the exact requirements will vary depending on the context.”

